. Literature-derived Vif residues important for A3G counteraction (Related to Figure 6 ). N.T. indicates that the Vif mutants have not been tested with A3C, A3F or A3H * indicates whether the Vif mutants were also tested against A3C, A3F or A3H # Vif mutations are regarded A3G specific when the Vif mutant fails to counteract A3G, but remains active against A3C, A3F or A3H Table S2 . Summary of interacting residues (Related to Figure 6 ).
*N.T. = Not tested. "+" indicates Vif rescues infectivity, "-" indicates restriction, "+/-" indicates partial rescue.
A3G Variant WT 125R 128K 130R
Vif Variant
Supplemental References (Related to Table S1) Chen, G., He, Z., Wang, T., Xu, R., and Yu, X.F. (2009 
